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 Conference Materials and Agenda Items 

District/Group Conscience Record 

The purpose of the table below is for Districts and/or groups to be able to track the group                  
conscience on each of the agenda items. It is for private use and will not be examined or collected                   
at the Conference. It is recommended that for each meeting’s group conscience, a tick mark is                
made in the appropriate column so that an overall group conscience can be viewed at a glance. 

Example:  
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 Agenda Item Yes No 

1 Agenda Item 1   

2 Agenda Item 2 
 

 

Item H: Group/meeting and change steps Yes No 

Motion 1: Clarify group/meeting language   

Motion 2: Clarify procedure to change steps, etc   

 

 

 

 

 Agenda Items Y N 

0 Shall the District offer to host the       
2023 Conference? 

  

A Sponsorship pledge   

B Removal of trusted servants   

C Change “geographic” to “self-defined”   

D “Spiritual progress” in “How it 
Works” 

  

E Revise sponsorship pamphlet   

F Continue remote conference   

 Agenda Items Y N 

G Chicagoland district   

I Independent meeting district   

J Free conference attendance   

K Iceland district   

L Change God to Higher Power   

M Gender neutral language   

N Update 12 questions   



 

 
The Path of Communication and Service through Group 

Conscience 

 

The service structure of Marijuana Anonymous is described as an inverted pyramid            

featuring three levels. The meeting/group occupies the broad base at the top of the              

pyramid. The middle level represents the District. The tip, or the smallest portion of              

the pyramid, consists of Marijuana Anonymous World Services (MAWS). 

Since the pyramid is inverted, the meeting/group is the largest and most vital part              

of the fellowship. Without meetings, there would be no need for the District or for               

World Services. This point cannot be stressed enough; the District and World            

Services exist to serve meetings/groups, which is essentially made up of individual            

marijuana addicts. The degree and quality of communication and cooperation          

between all levels of the service structure determines the health and survival of MA,              

which exists to carry the message of recovery, including to those who have not yet               

found the fellowship. 

Meetings/Groups 

The meeting or group is fundamental to the service structure of our fellowship. A              

meeting or group consists of two or more marijuana addicts who meet on a regular               

basis. Groups are fully self-supporting, and remain so by collecting contributions           
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each time they meet. The funds necessary to sustain each meeting are contributed             

from the members of that meeting, and not from outside sources. This collection of              

monies is commonly referred to as “the Seventh Tradition,” since it fulfills that             

Tradition. Meetings have no outside affiliations and no opinions on outside issues.            

Each meeting is autonomous; however, compliance with each of the Twelve           

Traditions is vital for all meetings. 

A group conscience reflects the consensus of the group on any matter brought             

before the group. Through an informed group conscience, the meeting/group elects           

a General Service Representative (GSR). 

The GSR is a critical link between the meeting/group and the District levels of the               

inverted pyramid. The role of the GSR is to represent the group conscience to the               

District (or a regional service committee), reporting the group’s wishes and ideas,            

and participating in the group conscience at the District level. The GSR also brings              

news of District and World Services activities back to the group. GSRs may later              

serve on District Committees to help their District. See page 8 of the MA Service               

Manual for more regarding GSRs. 

Districts 

A District is a geographical unit containing a number of groups. Districts are             

generally limited by geographic boundaries that permit GSRs to meet periodically,           

usually once a month. This monthly meeting is called the District Service Committee             

(DSC) and is open to all MA members. There are also regions and regional service               

committees serving the same purpose for groups and meetings not yet recognized            

as an official District by World Services.  

All of the business of the District is discussed at the DSC meeting. A number of                

District officers and committee chairpersons are elected at the DSC to carry out             

District business. Each District will ideally have at least these positions continually            

filled by MA members aware of their part in the service structure: Chair, Vice-Chair,              

Secretary, Treasurer and Chairpersons for subcommittees such as Hospitals and          

Institutions (H&I), Public Information (PI), Literature, Correspondence, Chips, and         

Events. Detailed job descriptions of each role can be found in the Service Manual. 

The District exists to serve its groups. District services include: purchase and            

distribution of chips, printing and distribution of literature and meeting schedules,           

community outreach (through PI and H&I efforts), maintenance of telephone          
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services and written correspondence, as well as collection and distribution of           

monies to MA World Services. In addition, the District provides assistance to            

individual groups in need of help, coordinates District-wide fellowship events and           

fundraisers, and helps locate speakers. 

Each District and each meeting is a part of MA as a whole. Every year, each District                 

elects two Delegates and at least one alternate to represent that District’s group             

conscience to World Services at the annual MA World Services Conference. This            

Conference has traditionally been held over Memorial Day weekend. It is here that             

members come together to engage in the work of the MA Fellowship as a whole and                

establish consensus on and/or continue to contribute to the work of each of the              

Committees. 

World Services 

Marijuana Anonymous World Services is a corporation formed to carry out the            

necessary business and legal affairs of Marijuana Anonymous. Trustees are the           

officers of MA World Services, the “trusted servants” of the members of MA.             

Currently, there are nine Trustees. Traditionally, each Trustee is assigned to a            

particular post (President, Secretary, Treasurer, H&I, PI, Literature, etc.). 

Along with the Delegates, the Trustees attend the MA World Services Conference            

each year. At the Conference, Committees are formed to discuss issues that have             

arisen in the Districts over the course of the year. Areas covered usually include:              

Finance, Literature, Internet, Policies and Procedures (P&P), Hospitals & Institutions          

(H&I), Outreach (including Correspondence), and Public Information (PI). Each         

Delegate and Trustee serves on at least one Committee, and it is common for other               

MA members to be invited to participate as well. Often the Committees make             

recommendations which are voted on by the Delegates and Trustees in general            

sessions of this or future Conferences. This is one of the ways in which policy               

changes are made in MA. Committees continue to do the service work of the              

fellowship throughout the course of the year. 

Trustees also meet via conference calls or online meetings several times during the             

year, typically at least monthly. They monitor and coordinate the progress of MA             

service work which is being performed throughout the fellowship. Trustees also           

make interim business decisions that cannot wait until the next Conference.  
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Goal of the Service Structure: Fulfilling our Primary Purpose 

The GSRs, Delegates, Trustees, and Committee members at all levels of the inverted             

pyramid are trusted servants. They do not govern. Each individual serves at the             

direction of the membership, with only a loving Higher Power as the ultimate             

authority. It is important therefore, that Trustees, Delegates and GSRs are not only             

aware of the service structure but do what they can to facilitate an ever-widening              

participation in the development of informed group conscience wherever possible,          

so that those volunteers can in fact serve at the direction of the membership. 

It is vital to the unity of MA that information and service effort flow smoothly               

between the three levels of the service structure. As stated in the First Tradition, our               

unity is critical to our personal recovery. Any service position at any level should be               

accepted with the desire to serve the fellowship. The MA Service Manual is an              

invaluable tool for all MA members in service positions, and it is suggested that each               

meeting obtain a copy of it.  

The inverted pyramid is the model for the service structure of MA. World Services              

serves the District, and the District serves the meeting/group. That said, the goal at              
each level of the pyramid is the same: to fulfill MA’s primary purpose, as stated in                

the Fifth Tradition, by carrying the message of recovery from marijuana addiction to             

the marijuana addict who still suffers. 
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Suggested Reading and Notes for Additional Understanding about Service in 
MA 

● The MA World Services Manual can be easily accessed at this URL 

● The Service Manual layout (US Letter) is designed for print or larger screens, not              

for small hand-held devices. 

● The freely-downloadable PDF is searchable and fairly interactive with internal          

links and bookmarks. 

● It is suggested that members in the path of communication and service from             

the meeting level (top of the inverted pyramid), down through MA World Services             

(bottom of the pyramid) are familiar with the Service Manual.  

● It is also recommended that those members also get some familiarity with the             

fellowship’s foundational documents, pages 62 to 88, in the current Service           

Manual (revision 7.0).   
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 Tips, Tasks & Recommendations for Trustees, Delegates, and other 
Committee Members 

● Seek out service sponsorship from all those willing to respond to questions 
about the role of trustee or committee member, specifics regarding projects 

already under way, or anything that comes to mind in relation to the work of 

World Services. 

● Committee members share in decision-making and development 
projects. A trustee may lead the committee, but they do not lead all projects, 

initiatives, or tasks. Many hands make light work, and shared responsibility 

increases the likelihood of ongoing engagement. 

● Collaboration on projects by trustees, delegates, and other members is often 

the most effective way to produce the best results. 

● The effort to grow the fellowship and to carry the message should expand 
beyond conference attendees. Delegates are encouraged to:  

▪be knowledgeable of the work of all committees, and at their respective 

district meetings, local MA meetings, and through GSRs, be able to… 

● report ongoing activity of all World Services committees, 

● announce the need for additional support, and as appropriate, 

● directly engage members with potential opportunities to be of 

service. 

 

● During the conference set agreed upon calendar dates for committee 
meetings. When possible, set goal dates for projects and put those on a 

shared calendar as well. 

● Request guidance promptly and as necessary on how and why to use the 
following tools: (Note: The Internet Trustee/Committee members are the 

primary support for setting up and clarifying the use of these tools, and other 

members may be able to assist as well): 
o Zoom, Google Meet or any other platform – for trustee calls, 

committee calls, etc. 

o Committee email distribution list – Google Group 
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o Google Drive – working files of the committee, including pertinent 

documents, agenda items, meeting minutes, etc. 

o Salesforce CRM – contacts database for Outreach, Public 

Information, H&I, etc. 

● Legacy of the Work & Committee Google Drive Folders: MA World 

Services’ committees are standing committees; the work of each committee 

extends beyond the term of any one trustee or grouping of delegates. 

Top-level folders should be named after the committee, rather than a 

particular time span of service. For example: “Policies and Procedures 

Committee Work,” or “Literature Committee Work.” Folders and files 

contained within can be named as needed, but when the torch is passed from 

one trustee/committee group to another, it is the work of the committee that 

is handed forward—not only current, but past, current, and future projects 
or initiatives. 

● Each committee should review the trustee job description and 
committee description within the Service Manual upon committee 
formation so as to understand responsibilities of the trustee and the 

committee. 

● Committees may suggest changes to the Service Manual, especially items 
related to the trustee role and/or committee description. Thoughtful 

consideration of such things by the committee can in some cases go a long way 

to improving the experience of future trustees and committees, and outcomes 

for MA as a whole. Trustees/committees are responsible for reviewing their 

role as well as the committee description annually. 
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 Conference Delegate Responsibilities 

● Submit a written status report on the District and its meetings to the             

Conference. (See below for instructions) 

● Serve as liaison between the District and MA World Services throughout the            

year beginning with each Conference. 

● Communicate the quarterly Trustee summary and financial reports. 

● Vote on Conference items utilizing one’s own independent judgement based          

on Conference discussions, and informed by their District's group conscience.  

● Vote on policies affecting MA as a whole and participate in the selection of              

Trustees and Service Committee chairs. 

● Participate on one or more Committees at the Conference and continue such            

participation throughout the following year.  

● Report MA World Services’ activities to their District throughout the year. 

● Ensure that MA World Services receives updated contact information for the           

members of their District’s DSC. MA World Services will communicate          

regarding world-level activities and issues that are within their purview. 

● Be prepared to work in a cooperative and helpful manner over long hours and              

sometimes trying circumstances.  

● Strive to place principles before personalities, listen carefully and respectfully          

to differing opinions and tolerate fairness of debate. 

● Act as service sponsor to successor Delegates, informing them of their duties            

and what to expect at the Conference. 

 

Conference Delegate Report 

Each Delegate (or pair of Delegates) will submit a written report in advance of the               

Conference addressing one or more of the following: 

● Have any new meetings opened or existing meetings closed in your           

District? 

● What has helped your District’s efforts to engage members in service and            

sponsorship?  

● What ideas do you have about how to motivate members to contribute            
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service and time to the fellowship? 

● How has your District adapted to using the virtual formats required by            

the COVID-19 pandemic, including fundraising, fellowship, and collection        

of Seventh Tradition contributions? 

● How has your District handled online safety and security, regardless of           

what platform you are using for online meetings? 

● How has your District engaged with issues of Representation and          

Accessibility?  
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 The Twelve Traditions of Marijuana Anonymous 

1. Our common welfare should come first; personal recovery depends upon MA unity. 

2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority, a loving God whose expression               
may come through in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not                
govern. 

3. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using marijuana. 

4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or MA as a               
whole. 

5. Each group has but one primary purpose, to carry its message to the marijuana addict who                
still suffers. 

6. MA groups ought never endorse, finance, or lend the MA name to any related facility or                
outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property, and prestige divert us from our primary              
purpose. 

7. Every MA group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions. 

8. Marijuana Anonymous should remain forever nonprofessional, but our service centers may           
employ special workers. 

9. MA, as such, ought never be organized, but we may create service boards or committees               
directly responsible to those they serve. 

10. Marijuana Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues; hence the MA name ought never              
be drawn into public controversy. 

11. Our public relations policy is based upon attraction rather than promotion; we need always              
maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, t.v., film, and other public media. We need                 
guard with special care the anonymity of all fellow MA members. 

12. Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions, ever reminding us to place              
principles before personalities. 

 

Approved by the General Service Conference of Marijuana Anonymous, October 1989 and World Services Conference,               

May 1992.  
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 The Twelve Concepts for Service in Marijuana Anonymous 

 

1. The Marijuana Anonymous service structure was created to give the groups the freedom to              
carry out our society’s primary purpose of carrying the message to marijuana addicts. 

2. The ultimate authority and responsibility for service in Marijuana Anonymous is the            
collective conscience of the groups. 

3. The Marijuana Anonymous groups have delegated to its service committees and trusted            
servants the full authority to conduct Marijuana Anonymous’ business and service regarding            
district as well as world affairs. 

4. All members of a service committee have the “Right of Participation,” and bear substantial              
responsibility for the service committee's decisions. 

5. Group conscience is the spiritual means by which service decisions are made. 

6. A “Right of Appeal” exists to protect minority opinions, and to ensure that all viewpoints               
have been considered in the decision-making process. 

7. The scope of responsibility and authority of every service position should be well defined              
to ensure accountability of all service positions as well as the ability to perform each position. 

8. Effective leadership qualities are essential for trustees, who are entrusted with the            
responsibility of making final decisions regarding general world service business and finances. 

9. The Articles of Incorporation and By-laws of Marijuana Anonymous World Services, Inc.,            
are legal documents that empower the trustees to manage and conduct world service business;              
the conference charter is not a legal document but relies on the force of the traditions and power                  
of the group conscience. 

10. The integrity of our service structure depends on continued unity of Marijuana Anonymous             
groups, districts, and World Services through effective communication. 

11. Marijuana Anonymous’ funds and resources should be managed responsibly to ensure their            
most efficient use in carrying out the primary purpose of Marijuana Anonymous. 

12. The Marijuana Anonymous service structure should be one of selfless service and not of              
power or government, ensuring that the spiritual principles of the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions, and the                
warranties of Article 12 of the conference charter are always maintained. 

 

Approved by the World Services Conference of Marijuana Anonymous, May 1996  
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2021 Conference Program & Agenda 
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Day 1: Friday, May 28 

4:00-6:00 pm PDT 
7:00-9:00 pm EDT  

● Welcome  
● Review of Standing Rules 
● New District applicant presentations/Q&A 
● 2020 COVID remembrances/reflections 

6:15-7:30 pm PDT 
9:15-10:30 pm EDT 

MA Meeting 

Day 2: Saturday, May 29 

7:00-8:45 am PDT 
10:00 am-11:45 am EDT 

● Serenity Prayer  
● Opening/Housekeeping, establish quorum; 

Delegate introductions, Trustee introductions, 
ANLP Board, observers, and special workers 

● Consent Agenda (action items: approve Agenda, 
2020 Conference minutes, and standing rules) 

● Agenda Item : G (Chicagoland District) 
● Agenda Item: K (Iceland District) 
● Agenda Item: I (Independent District) 
● Re-establish quorum (if necessary) 
● Intro to Trustee Elections (establish eligibility list) 

15 minutes Break 

9:00-10:45 am PDT 
12:00-1:45 pm EDT 

● Agenda Item : C  
● Agenda Item : H (A/B) 
● Agenda Item : F 

45 minutes Break 

11:30-2:00 pm PDT  
2:30-5:00 pm EDT 

Sharing Our Experience, Strength, and Hope: Discussion 
with Delegates and Observers 

 15 minutes Break 
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Day 2:  Saturday, May 29 (continued) 

2:15-4:45 pm PDT 
5:15-7:45 pm EDT 

● Trustee and ANLP Summaries of Ongoing Projects  
● Agenda Item: L 

5:00-6:15 pm PDT 
8:00-9:15 pm EDT 

MA Meeting 

Day 3: Sunday, May 30 

7:00-8:45 am PDT 
10:00 am-11:45 am EDT 

● Opening remarks 
● Introduction to Third Legacy and Trustee Voting 
● Submitting a motion from the floor 
● Announcements of 2021, 2022, and 2023 

Conventions 
● Selection of 2023 Conference hosts 
● Agenda Item : N 

 15 minutes Break 

9:00-10:45 am PDT 
12:00-1:45 pm EDT 

● Agenda Item : B 
● Agenda Item : A 

45 minutes Break 

11:30-1:45 pm PDT 
2:30 pm-4:45 pm EDT 

● Begin TRUSTEE ELECTIONS 
● Agenda Item : D 
● Agenda Item : M 

15 minutes Break 

2:00-3:30 pm PDT 
5:00-6:30 pm EDT 

● Agenda Item : J 
● Agenda Item : E 

30 minutes Break 

4:00-6:00 pm PDT 
7:00-9:00 pm EDT 

Trustee Meeting (outgoing and incoming) 

4:00-5:30 pm PDT  
7:00-8:30 pm EDT 

MA Meeting 



 

 

 

Thanks for your service!  
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Day 4: Monday, May 31 

7:00-7:15 am PDT 
10:00-10:15 am EDT 

● Opening remarks, Trustee introductions 
● Introduction to committee work 

7:15-9:15 am PDT 
10:15 am-12:15 pm EDT 

Committees (submit budgetary requests to Treasurer) 

15 minutes Break 

9:30 am-11:00 am PDT 
12:30-2:00 pm EDT 

● Budget 
● Forum on representation in the Fellowship 
● Forum on online safety  

15 minutes Break 

11:15 am- 12:45 pm PDT 
2:15- 3:45 pm EDT 

● Motions from the floor 

45 minutes Break 

1:30- 3:00 pm PDT 
4:30- 6:00 pm EDT 

● Motions from the floor, continued (if necessary) 
● Closing 



 

 Standing Rules 
Marijuana Anonymous World Services Conference of 2021 

Rule 1 Purpose 

The Conference is the guardian of the Traditions of Marijuana Anonymous (MA), the             

perpetuators of the world services of our Society, and the voice of the group              

conscience of our entire Fellowship. 

Rule 2 General Warranties of the Conference 

In all its proceedings, the World Services Conference shall observe the spirit of the              

MA Traditions, taking care that the Conference never becomes the seat of perilous             

wealth or power; that sufficient operating funds, plus an ample reserve, be its             

prudent financial principle; that none of the Conference Members shall ever be            

placed in a position of unqualified authority over any of the others; that all              

important decisions be reached by discussion, vote, and whenever possible, by           

substantial unanimity; that no Conference action ever be personally punitive or an            

incitement to public controversy; that though the Conference may act for the service             

of MA, it shall never perform any acts of government; and that, like the Society of                

Marijuana Anonymous which it serves, the Conference itself will always remain           

democratic in thought and action. 

Rule 3 Conference Relation to MA 

The Conference will act for MA in the perpetuation and guidance of its world              

services and it will also be the vehicle by which MA can express its views upon all                 

matters of vital MA policy and all deviations from our Traditions. Delegates,            

Trustees and Service Committee Heads should be free to vote as their conscience             

dictates and decide what questions should be taken to the group level, for             

information, discussion, or their own direct instruction. Any change in the General            

Warranties of the Conference (see Rule 2 above), The Twelve Traditions of MA, or              

The Twelve Steps of MA must be made with the written consent of three-quarters of               

the MA groups, as defined in the resolution adopted by the October, 1989             

Conference. 

Rule 4 Voting Members 

The Conference shall be open to all members of the Society and special workers. The               
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voting members of the Conference (Members) are the Marijuana Anonymous World           

Services (MA World Services) Trustees, duly-elected Marijuana Anonymous (MA)         

Delegates, and the ANLP Chairperson or another ANLP Executive Director. Each MA            

District may elect two Delegates. Each Member has only one vote, no matter how              

many positions they may hold. Others (including observers) are not voting           

members.  

Members must be sober. Sobriety is defined as abstinence from marijuana and all             

mind altering substances, including alcohol. 

Rule 5 Quorum 

A quorum shall consist of two-thirds of the Voting Members registered to attend the              

Conference who are in attendance. If new districts are accepted during the course of              

business, the quorum shall be recounted to include their representatives as voting            

members. The meeting quorum shall not change during the length of the Conference             

if voting members leave.  

Rule 6 Chairperson  
A Chairperson, often referred to as the Chair, presides over the meeting. The MA              

World Services President shall act as the Conference Chairperson. If absent, the            

Secretary shall act as the Conference Chairperson. The Chairperson has discretion to            

appoint any MA member as acting chair. 

A member who wishes to address the Conference body gets the attention of the              

Chair by electronically raising a hand, and waits until called upon. This is done in               

silence with two notable exceptions: “Point of Order” and “Point of Information”            

(see below). 

Rule 7  Consent Agenda 

A consent agenda may be presented by the Chair. A consent agenda groups the              

routine, procedural, informational and self-explanatory non-controversial items       

typically found in an agenda. Items may be removed from the consent agenda on the               

request of any one member. Items not removed may be adopted by general consent              

without debate. Removed items shall be taken up immediately after the consent            

agenda. 

Rule 8 Motions 
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Motions are formal proposals for action. A motion must be offered by a member or               

Standing Committee. Unless offered by a Standing Committee, a motion must be            

seconded, that is, endorsed for discussion, by a member who is recognized by the              

chair. If there is no second, the motion is not put before the group. 

If desired by the Chair or any other member, any main motion or amendment              

thereto, shall be reduced to writing, delivered to the Chair and stated before it shall               

be debated. Until the Chair states the question, the maker has the right to modify the                

motion at will or to withdraw it entirely. There may be only one main motion active,                

or “on the floor,” at a time.  

Rule 9 Stating the Question 

When a motion has been moved, and seconded as required, the Chair, unless they              

rule it out of order, immediately states the exact question that is before the              

Conference body for its consideration and action. Motions that have been moved,            

seconded as required, and stated by the Chair are no longer the property of the               

maker, but of the Conference body. Therefore, the original maker no longer has the              

sole right to withdraw or change the motion. 

If the text of a motion has been distributed to the members in advance and with                

sufficient time for careful reading, the motion need not be read in its entirety when               

moved or stated by the Chair. 

Rule 10 Amendments 

Amendments are subsidiary motions that modify the wording, and often the           

meaning, of the main motion. Amendments made and seconded are debated and            

voted upon (or accepted by unanimous consent) by the Conference body before the             

vote on the main motion occurs. Amendments should say exactly where in the main              

motion the change is to be made, and precisely what words to use. The Conference               

body must adopt any amendment either by a vote or by unanimous consent in order               

to attach it to the main motion. This is true whether or not the amendment is                

endorsed by the maker of the main motion. 

Rule 11 Debate 

No motion shall be debated until seconded, as required, and stated by the Chair.              

Debate is the discussion on the merits of a pending question to determine if the               

issue should be adopted or not. Debate shall be managed by the Chair in an impartial                
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manner. Members may participate in debate only when they are recognized by the             

Chair. Debate may be interrupted, e.g. a member may interrupt another member            

who has the floor to make a motion to Recess or Adjourn, to raise a Point of                 

Privilege, a Point of Information, or a Point of Order. The member making a              
motion is entitled to speak first; Members who have not spoken on the issue              
shall be recognized ahead of those who have previously spoken.  

A member may speak twice to a motion, and twice to any subsidiary motion, on the                

same day, but the member may take their second turn only after everyone who              

wishes to speak for the first time has spoken. If debate on the motion is continued                

on another day, the member's right to debate is renewed. Each member may speak              
for three (3) minutes on each turn. Unless extended by a two-thirds vote, debate               

on any main motion, together with any amendments, shall be limited to forty-five             

(45) minutes. The Chair has discretion to solicit information from the motion maker             

to clarify specific questions raised in the debate.  

Rule 12 Previous Question 

When recognized by the Chair, a member may offer a motion to close debate and               

require a vote on the pending motion. The proper wording is, “I move the Previous               

Question.” A motion for Previous Question must be seconded, is not debatable, and             

may be adopted by an immediate two-thirds vote or by unanimous consent. 

Rule 13 Postponement of Motions 

The following methods of postponing pending motions are subsidiary motions that           
require proper recognition by the Chair, must be seconded and require a simple             

majority vote. 

1. A motion to Postpone to a Certain Time is debatable, and temporarily sets             

the motion aside until the designated time. 

2. A motion to Postpone Indefinitely is debatable and, in effect, “kills” the            

motion. 

3. A motion to Refer to a Committee is debatable and may be used to facilitate               

informal discussion. 

4. A motion to Lay on the Table is not debatable, and sets the motion aside in                

order to take up something else of immediate urgency. The original motion            
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remains set aside until a member moves to bring it back up. 

 

Rule 14 Voting 

When the Chair determines that the Conference body is ready to vote, the Chair              
again states the exact question that is before the Conference body. 

Unanimous Consent—If it appears to the Chair that a motion or amendment is             
uncontroversial, it is proper for the Chair to ask if there is “any objection” to               

adopting the motion or amendment. If no objection is made, the Chair declares the              

motion or amendment adopted. If even one member objects, however, the motion or             

amendment is subject to debate and vote. 

Votes—Voting is done by a virtual show of hands, using the “yes”, “no” or “go               

slower” to abstain, or in the case of election of Trustees, by secret ballot via email. If                 

a quorum is present, the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the quorum is required for               

passage of an original main motion or amendment thereto. An abstention is the             

equivalent of a “no” vote using this voting system. 

Rule 15 Point of Order 

Upon noticing a breach of order that may do harm if allowed to pass, a member gets                 
the Chair’s attention by calling out, “Point of Order.” Without waiting for            

recognition, the member immediately addresses the rules violation. The Chair then           

rules on the point of order, briefly giving reasons. No second is necessary and no               

vote is taken. 

Rule 16 Point of Information 

A member may, at any point, get the Chair’s attention by calling out, “Point of               

Information.” The member then inquires as to facts relevant to the business before             

the body, but not related to parliamentary procedure. It is not used to give              

information; instead, one must wait to be recognized and make the informative            

point as part of debate. No second is necessary and no vote is taken. A point of                 

information must be stated as a question, which, if left unanswered, would impede             

the Member’s ability to vote on the motion. 

Rule 17 Parliamentary Authority 
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A concise guide to the rules is the current edition of Robert’s Rules of Order Newly                

Revised in Brief (emphasis added). This practical handbook will be used at the             

Conference. 

The rules contained in the current edition of Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised              

shall govern the Conference in all cases to which they are applicable and in which               

they are not inconsistent with the bylaws of the Society and these standing rules. 

 

Rule 18 Election of Trustees and Alternate Trustees 

Trustees, also referred to as Directors, are elected using the Third Legacy Procedure             

to one two-year term with an option for two additional one-year terms. No Trustee              

may serve more than a four-year consecutive maximum. Alternate Trustees, also           

referred to as Alternate Directors, are elected to one-year terms as described below. 

To qualify to serve as Trustee or Alternate Trustee a member must have a minimum               

of two years sobriety, which means abstinence from marijuana and all mind-altering            

substances including alcohol. A Trustee's name may be placed on public records of             

MA World Services and therefore Trustees and Alternate Trustees must be prepared            

to accept that their name may be revealed publicly. 

A member must be present at the Conference to be elected Trustee. All qualified              

Conference attendees shall be eligible to be elected as Trustees or Alternate            

Trustees, subject to their right to withdraw their names from consideration, and            

provided they have substantially attended the Conference at which they are being            

considered.  

a)     Procedure 

1. At the opening general session of the Conference, the names of all persons             

who meet the Trustee requirements are placed on an eligibility list,           

subject to view by all members for the duration of the Conference. 

2. Candidates may strike their name from the list at any time. 

3. To vote, each voting Member selects the names of their chosen candidates            

(from the current eligibility list) on a secret ballot. 

4. For each round of voting, voters must select the exact number of names as              

there are positions to be filled (i.e., if there are three Trustee positions             
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available, Members must select the names of three candidates on their           

ballot). As positions are filled, the number of names required on each            

ballot will change. 

5. Errors made by voters regarding item numbers 3 or 4 above shall require             

that the vote be discarded, and a new vote taken. 

6. The final two candidates eliminated by these procedures will serve as           

Alternate Trustees. The person with the most votes will serve as the first             

Alternate; the other will be the second Alternate. 

b)     Voting Process 
1. The first vote is taken. Any candidate receiving two-thirds or more of the             

votes is elected. Note that this vote may result in no one being elected. 

2. A second vote is taken (if required). Any candidate receiving two-thirds or            

more of the votes is elected. If all available positions are not filled,             

“automatic withdrawals” begin. The names of candidates receiving        

one-fifth or fewer of the votes are removed from the eligibility list.            

However, the number of candidates remaining on the list must not be less             

than the number of positions still available plus one (to satisfy this            

requirement, candidates receiving the most votes are not automatically         

withdrawn; there may be cases where candidates who did not receive           

one-fifth of the votes remain on the list). 

3. A third vote is taken (if required). Any candidate receiving two-thirds or            

more of the votes is elected. If all available positions are not filled, the              

names of candidates receiving one-third or fewer of the votes are removed            

from the eligibility list. However, the number of candidates remaining          

must not be less than the number of positions still available plus one             

(candidates who received the most votes are retained to satisfy this           

requirement; there may be cases where the candidates who did not           

receive one-third of the votes remain on the list). 

4. A fourth vote is taken (if required). Any candidate receiving two-thirds or            

more of the votes is elected. If, at this point, positions remain unfilled, the              

names of candidates receiving one-third or fewer of the votes are removed            

from the eligibility list. However, the number of candidates remaining          

must not be less than the number of positions still available plus one (to              
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satisfy this requirement, candidates receiving the most votes are not          

automatically withdrawn; there may be cases where candidates who did          

not receive one-third of the votes remain on the list). The Chairperson            

then entertains a motion to: 

a. Stop balloting and draw remaining names from a hat. Positions are           

filled in the order that the names are drawn; or 

b. Conduct a fifth and final vote. Any person receiving two-thirds or more            

of the votes is elected. If positions remain unfilled, remaining names go            

into a hat, and positions are filled in the order that the names are              

drawn. 

Rule 19 Standing Committees 

All registered attendees are assigned to one or more Committees, except for the MA              

World Services President who is an ex-officio member of all Committees. Members            

are expected to continue their Committee participation throughout the following          

year. The Committees and their responsibilities are: 

a)   Literature Committee 

The Literature Committee is responsible for drafting and recommending for          

approval all of Marijuana Anonymous' literature and media. Good quality          

literature is one of the most important service responsibilities of MA. The            

Literature Committee must obtain and approve a proof prior to publication.           

New Conference Approved Literature and media should be forwarded to A           

New Leaf Publications in a timely manner. The Committee is chaired by the             

Trustee responsible for Literature or appointee. 

b)   Finance Committee 

The Finance Committee is charged with the responsibility of organizing the           

financial affairs of Marijuana Anonymous World Services. The committee         

drafts an annual budget and recommends other financial priorities for MA           

World Services. The Committee also supervises the work during the year of            

the MA World Services Treasurer and the office staff. The Committee is            

chaired by the Trustee responsible for the Treasurer job or appointee. 

c)   Policies and Procedures Committee 

The Policies and Procedures Committee is responsible for issues concerning          
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the structure and organization of Marijuana Anonymous World Services. The          

Policies and Procedures Committee debates and recommends changes in the          

structure of MA. The committee also considers the relationship between MA,           

MA World Services, and the legal rights and obligations imposed by the            

communities in which MA exists. The Policies and Procedures Committee is           

also responsible for the Service Manual, and all other documents which affect            

the organization and structure of Marijuana Anonymous. The Committee is          

chaired by the Trustee responsible for Policies and Procedures or appointee. 

d)   Hospitals and Institutions Committee 

The H&I Committee is responsible for setting forth guidelines to districts on            

service at hospitals and institutions. This includes review of the H&I           

Handbook, related pamphlets and literature, helping districts establish H&I         

committees and more effectively carry the message of MA to the marijuana            

addict who is confined, in treatment, or has no other way of hearing our              

message. The Committee is chaired by the Trustee responsible for Hospitals           

and Institutions or appointee. 

e)   Public Information Committee 

The PI Committee is charged with setting forth the guidelines to the districts             

on organizing and maintaining MA's outreach to the general community. The           

function of this committee includes creating and recommending for approval:          

Public Information manual, public service announcements and guidelines to         

be used by district PI committees as well as the MA World Services             

Administrator when communicating with the public at-large. The Committee         

is chaired by the Trustee responsible for Public Information or appointee. 

f)    Conferences and Conventions Committee 

The Conferences and Conventions Committee acts as liaison between         

previous, present and future host district conference and convention teams to           

facilitate communications, information sharing and collaboration. The       

Committee works closely with other responsible committees to distribute         

information (e.g. mawsconference.org), develop an information repository       

and related tasks such as online registration, budget development, and district           

support. The Committee bears primary responsibility for developing and         

implementing remote conference attendance and voting, a project which was          
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authorized at the 2013 Conference. The Committee is chaired by the Trustee            

responsible for Conferences and Conventions or appointee. 

g)    Internet Committee 

The Internet Committee’s responsibility is to serve all of MA World Services’            

Internet-related functions and to investigate and develop ways to carry the           

message of recovery to marijuana addicts worldwide. The Committee is          

chaired by the Trustee responsible for Internet or appointee. 

h)   Outreach Committee 

The Outreach Committee supports the primary purpose of carrying the          

message of recovery to marijuana addicts by facilitating correspondence with          

meetings and districts throughout the world. The committee will continue to           

facilitate international growth and connection through communication. The        

function of this committee includes investigating and developing ways to          

carry the message of recovery to marijuana addicts worldwide and to ensure            

that meetings and districts are aware of the support made available by MA             

World Services. The Committee is Chaired by the Trustee responsible for           

Outreach or appointee. 

i)   Correspondence Committee 

The Correspondence Committee is responsible for facilitating responses to the          

800 helpline and, as needed, other requests for support and general           

information. The Committee maintains a log of its contacts and the           

Committee’s responses to them as well as other data collection as deemed            

useful. As determined by the Board of Trustees, the paid administrator or a             

Trustee may be appointed to chair this Committee. 
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Marijuana Anonymous World Services 

2021 Conference Agenda Items 
 

Note from the 2021 MAWS Conference Agenda Committee: 
  

The MAWS Conference Agenda Committee is tasked with the job of preparing            

the Conference Agenda Packet, designing the Agenda schedule and making Committee           

Assignments.  

You will see that after some Agenda Items we have added a short additional              

comment attempting to provide a historical and organizational context to inform the            

Fellowship’s discussion and group conscience. We strive to be neutral and fair, and             

welcome feedback on the content of these comments. We can be reached at             

agenda@mawsconference.org. 
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2021 - Item A  

TITLE: Sponsorship pledge

 

Submitted by: The Simcoe Group, District 19 

Background/Origin: This reading was originally instituted at the Main Hope Group 

in Toronto; to help new MA members understand what defines a proper and safe 

sponsor/sponsee relationship. It also serves as a testament to not only attending 

meetings, but to finding a sponsor and working the steps. 

It is important to let newcomers know that sponsorship and working the steps are 

the purpose of the program of recovery in Marijuana Anonymous, This reading 

concludes by showing those in the meeting to whom to turn for Sponsorship. 

Motion: That the “Sponsorship Pledge” be included in “Marijuana Anonymous World           

Service Manual,” v.7.0, Part 2, Chapter 8: in the following occurrences. 

i) pg24: Suggested Format – Part 2 – Participation Meeting, No Break 

AFTER: (The Basket is Passed and the 12 Traditions are Read)  

 

Add: Our Journey of recovery is not something we should try by ourselves. Together              

we can do what we could not do alone. Can I ask _________ to read the “Sponsorship                 

Pledge” 

 

ii) pg 25: Suggested Format – Part 2 – Participation Meeting, With Break 

AFTER: (The Basket is Passed and the 12 Traditions are Read)  

 

Add: Our Journey of recovery is not something we should try by ourselves. Together              

we can do what we could not do alone. Can I ask _________ to read the “Sponsorship                 

Pledge” 

 

iii) pg26: Suggested Format – Part 2 – Topic Meeting, With Break 

AFTER: (The Basket is Passed and the 12 Traditions are Read)  
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Add: Our Journey of recovery is not something we should try by ourselves. Together              

we can do what we could not do alone. Can I ask _________ to read the “Sponsorship                 

Pledge” 

 

iv) after the Twelve Traditions on Page 29 

Add: Additional Readings - Sponsorship Pledge 

"A sponsor is a fellow marijuana addict who is working the twelve steps, lives by               

their principles, and has a solid program they work in their life. With their wisdom               

and experience, they compassionately guide and inspire us in our journey of            

recovery. Experience has shown that having a sponsor is of great importance in             

recovery.  We suggest you make it a priority. 

Look for someone who is working a program you admire, and who you trust               

and respect. Avoid anyone with whom there is any possibility of a romantic             

relationship. If you're unsure about whether a person is the right sponsor for you,              

don't be afraid to ask whether they would consider being your temporary sponsor.             

In time you'll know whether the relationship is working and should be made more              

permanent. 

 

May we please have a show of hands of all those who are available to act as                 

sponsors?" 

 

v) the Sponsorship Pledge be included as a handout as part of the NEW              

MEETING STARTER KIT 

Sponsorship Pledge 

A sponsor is a fellow marijuana addict who is working the twelve steps, lives by               

their principles, and has a solid program they work in their life. With their wisdom               

and experience, they compassionately guide and inspire us in our journey of            

recovery. Experience has shown that having a sponsor is of great importance in             

recovery.  We suggest you make it a priority. 

Look for someone who is working a program you admire, and who you trust               

and respect. Avoid anyone with whom there is any possibility of a romantic             

relationship. If you're unsure about whether a person is the right sponsor for you,              
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don't be afraid to ask whether they would consider being your temporary sponsor.             

In time you'll know whether the relationship is working and should be made more              

permanent. 

 

May we please have a show of hands of all those who are available to act as 

sponsors? 

 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None  
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2021 - Item B  

TITLE: Removal of trusted servants 

 

Co-Submitted by: Policies & Procedures Committee and current President of the 

Board of Trustees 

Background/Origin: As currently written the Service Manual does not set forth a 

specific procedure to remove for cause, members of the MA World Services or A 

New Leaf Publications Boards. 

Motion: That the following text be added to page 48 of the Service Manual v7.0,               

above the section titled “Actions Without a Meeting: Unanimous Written Consent,”           

to read as follows:  

With a consensus of a majority of the Board of Trustees, written notice may 

be given to any person holding elected/appointed World Service level 

positions, including the MA World Services Board of Trustees and members 

of the ANLP Board of Directors, that they are in danger of being removed 

from their position. Reasons for such action shall include, but not be limited 

to, loss of qualifying sobriety, financial malfeasance, unexcused absence from 

two or more consecutive Board meetings, a persistent and generalized 

inability to work effectively with others, and/or discriminatory behavior 

towards others. Such written notice shall be sent by the President or 

designee giving the recipient time to respond and improve their service, as 

well as an opportunity to resign.  

If said recipient has not acted to correct the problematic behavior within 30 

days, the Board of Trustees may vote to remove said trusted servant by a 

three-quarters super-majority vote. These provisions supersede any 

provisions to the contrary in the foundation documents, including the ANLP 

Charter.  

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item C  

TITLE: To remove reference to geographic limitation in the Service Manual’s 

definition of a district/region 

 

Submitted by: The Policies and Procedures Committee of MA World Services 

Background/Origin: The MA World Service Service Manual was written before the 

advent of widespread electronic communication, therefore districts and regions 

were limited by geographic proximity. Due to the evolution of the internet and 

platforms like Zoom, the ability to affiliate anywhere around the world, or to join 

together with a common affinity, has become a possibility. This Agenda Item 

proposes language changes to make our Service Manual reflect modern practices.  

Motion: To amend the Service Manual v7.0 on pages 12, 20, 31, and 32 in Chapters                

3, 7, 9, and 10, replacing the words “geographic” or “geographically” with the phrase              

“self-defined” (or “as they self-define”) in order to expand and clarify the definition             

of a district or region; and to amend the Service Manual v7.0 as follows:  

Page 12 (Part 1, Chapter 2)  
● Districts/Regions are geographical self-defined units containing a 

number of groups.  

● A district is generally limited by geographic boundaries that permit 
GSRs to District/Region GSRs meet periodically, usually once a month.  

Page 20 (Part 2, Chapter 7)  
● If a District/Region is asked to help start a meeting that would be 

outside of their geographic Area District/Region, that district/region 
can refer the meeting sponsor to MA World Services to be mentored 
by the Outreach Trustee and supported by the Office Administrator.  

Page 31 (Part 3, Chapter 9)  
● A district is a geographical self-defined unit containing a number of 

groups which has completed the process of acceptance by MA World 
Services (outlined in Chapter 6). This manual uses the term “Regional 
Service Committee” to describe a group of geographically related 
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self-defined unit containing a number of groups which has not yet been 
recognized by MA World Services as an official district. 

● Districts are generally limited by geographic boundaries that permit 
group representatives to meet at least District/Region Group Service 
Representatives meet periodically, usually once a month.  

● Due to our geographic diversity, most of the daily service work of 
MA occurs within the district or region.  

Page 32 (Part 3, Chapter 10)  
● Geographic isolation from other districts or within an existing 

district’s boundaries  

● Social or cultural divisions within a district 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item D  

TITLE: Add the word “spiritual” to “We strive for progress, not perfection” in “How 

It Works.” 

 

Submitted by: John L., District 2 

Background/Origin: When “How It Works” was written by Marijuana Addicts 

Anonymous (MAA, now MA District 2) in 1986, it was done quickly to make new 

members who had started in AA feel comfortable with the meeting format. Most of 

the founding members of MAA had an NA background, so had a limited 

understanding of all the important wisdom contained in the AA version. We wanted 

to compress the reading to one page as we also read “Who Is A Marijuana Addict” as 

well as “The 12 Questions.” 

The original text of “How It Works” was later modified slightly to restate the 

first paragraph in the present tense. In February 1990,this version, including the 

agreed-upon wording of the MA Twelve Steps, was adopted by the MA General 

Service Conference. 

After hearing the AA version many more times since then, I am aware that we 

neglected to include the word “spiritual” in “progress not perfection” like the AA 

version. The AA version states, “We claim spiritual progress rather than spiritual 

perfection.” We can clarify the meaning in MA’s “How It Works” by adding the 

word“spiritual” twice so the sentence would read as follows,“We strive for spiritual 

progress, not spiritual perfection.” This makes clear the goal of our 12 step program 

which is spiritual growth. This sustains our recovery and allows us to do service. 

 

Motion: Change the third sentence of the last paragraph of “How It Works” to read:               

“We strive for spiritual progress, not spiritual perfection" in every location it            

appears in the Life with Hope text and the MA Service Manual. Specifically, this              

change shall be made in the following locations: 
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(1) In new printings and/or editions of Life With Hope, the first item in the               

appendices;  

(2) in the MAWS Service Manual v.7.0, page 28; 

(3) in the Spanish translation on page 103 of SM v.7.0; and 

(4) in the French translation on page 107 of SM v.7.0. 

(5) in pamphlet “Working the Program” 

(6) in pamphlet “Introduction to MA” 

 
Contextual comment from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None.  
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2021 - Item E  

TITLE: Update language about sex and sponsorship in the sponsorship pamphlet 

 

Submitted by: Amy, Member of District 8 

Background/Origin: Language in the MA pamphlet “About Sponsorship” and on 

the website could be more inclusive to people who are LGBTQ and non-binary.  

The current language is: 

Should a sponsor be of the same sex? 

Yes. In most cases this works best because it reduces the chances of emotional 

involvement and family complications that might arise. Often, the same-sex 

sponsor will better understand our gender-related issues. 

Although the explanatory text includes “in most cases,” beginning with “Yes” favors 

straight people. In addition, “emotional involvement” and “family complications” are 

rather vague. Further, “gender-related issues” excludes people who do not identify 

as either/or male or female. 

For comparison, NA and AA use more inclusive language, although both could be 

clearer and more inclusive: 

NA 

https://na.org/admin/include/spaw2/uploads/pdf/litfiles/us_english/IP/EN

3111.pdf 

“A good rule of thumb is to look for someone with similar experiences who can 

relate to our struggles and accomplishments. For most, finding a sponsor of the 

same sex makes this empathy easier and helps us feel safe in the relationship. 

Some feel gender need not be a deciding factor. We are free to choose our own 

sponsor. It is, however, strongly suggested that we avoid getting into a 

sponsorship relationship that may lead to sexual attraction. Such attraction can 
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distract us from the nature of sponsorship and interfere with our ability to share 

honestly with each other.” (pg. 3) 

 

AA 

https://www.aa.org/assets/en_us/p-15_Q&Aonspon.pdf 

“A.A. experience does suggest that it is best for men to sponsor men, women to               

sponsor women. This custom usually helps our members stay focused on the A.A.             

program. Some gay men and lesbians feel an opposite-sex sponsor is more            

appropriate for similar reasons.” (pg. 10) and 

“In most instances, A.A. custom does suggest one limitation, already noted on 

page 10: If the group is large enough to allow a choice, sponsor and newcomer 

be of the same sex. The reasons are the same from both viewpoints; we A.A. 

members, no matter how long we have been sober, remain thoroughly human, 

subject to emotions that might divert us from “our primary purpose.” (pg.12) 

Motion: Change the paragraph on page 2 of the “About Sponsorship” pamphlet, on             

the MA app under Pamphlets, and on the website. 

From: 

Should a sponsor be of the same sex? 

Yes. In most cases this works best because it reduces the chances of emotional 

involvement and family complications that might arise. Often, the same-sex sponsor 

will better understand our gender-related issues. 

To: 

Should a sponsor be of the same sex or gender? 

Some members find that they relate better to someone who is similar to them.              

Others feel that sex and gender aren’t deciding factors. However, it is strongly             

suggested that we avoid unhealthy attachments, including a sexual relationship,          

which could detract from the primary purpose of recovery. 

 

Contextual Statement from World Service Conference Agenda Committee:  None 
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2021- Item F  

TITLE: Future World Service Conferences to be Held Remotely 

 

Submitted by: Nina S. (District 2), current MA World Services Secretary;           

CO-SPONSORED BY: District 2 District Service Committee 

Background/Origin: In 2013, the MA World Service Conference passed a motion to            

amend the Bylaws allowing remote participation at future conferences. In 2018, the            

Internet Trustee began a trial allowing remote participation for a small number of             

conference members whose extenuating circumstances prevented their in-person        

participation. This was continued in 2019 in the same hybrid form. In 2020, as a               

result of the COVID pandemic, the Board of Trustees was forced to quickly transition              

to an all-remote Conference using the Zoom platform. In December 2020, the Board             

of Trustees voted that, due to the pandemic, the 2021 World Service Conference will              

again be held remotely.  

 

Our experience with the 2020 Conference demonstrated that it is not only possible 

but preferable to hold our World Service Conferences remotely to allow greater 

participation and benefit from significant cost savings to MAWS and to the Districts. 

The cost to World Services alone for the last two in-person conferences was an 

average of $9,000.  This does not include the expenses incurred by the host districts 

or by all the districts which sent delegates to these conferences.  For the remote 

conference, the only costs incurred were minimal fees paid to the virtual platforms 

used to host the conference.  World Services pays an annual fee to Zoom of $149 for 

a full year of access (which includes at no extra expense free YouTube streaming 

which the Board plans to make available to the entire Fellowship at the 2021 

Conference.)  There was also a fee of $37.50 to pay for an additional program to 

allow secret ballot Third Legacy voting for the Trustee elections.  Although the cost 

of sending delegates to the Conference varies from year to year depending on 

factors such as distance and whether one or two delegates are sent, it is common for 

at least a quarter of District 2’s annual expenses in years when it has not hosted the 

conference to go to sending delegates to the World Service Conference. In other 
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words, had there been a virtually held conference in those years, District 2 could 

have contributed 75% more than it did to World Services.  

 

The 2020 Conference was able to get through an extraordinarily full agenda and the 

virtual format allowed unprecedented participation by a large number of observers, 

in addition to the voting members (delegates, 1 ANLP Board member and trustees). 

The average attendance for the last three in-person Conferences was 32 

participants.  Last year at the remote conference we had approximately 68 

participants. Members of our Fellowship from as far away as Israel were able to 

observe and participate.  The prohibitive cost of sending delegates from our more 

remote, new and/or financially challenged districts no longer was an obstacle to 

their full participation.  Additional benefits of meeting remotely include the savings 

of travel time, allowing more meeting time, and avoiding diversion of funds to the 

conference which could otherwise be used to carry the message. 

 

When it came time to elect our new 2020-21 Board of Trustees, there were many 

more qualified candidates to choose from.  As a result of the expanded number of 

candidates and an amendment to the Bylaws allowing a flexible number of Trustees, 

we were able to elect a full Board of 11 Trustees and 2 alternates.  In the past, there 

has often been a dearth of eligible candidates willing to serve, and people ended up 

on the Board who weren’t able to fulfill the demands of the position.  This year, on 

the other hand, we have an energetic and motivated Board which has been able to 

accomplish much more than has been the case in recent years.  

 

The benefits to the Fellowship as a whole of having a more accessible and more 

economical conference are substantial.  Those opposed to this change may argue for 

the value of the fellowship created by working together at a 3-day in-person 

conference.  This is undoubtedly true but, experience has shown that it is also 

possible to build this camaraderie through a remote conference.  The benefits 

greatly outweigh the disadvantages, and it is in the interest of the Fellowship as a 

whole to make this change. 
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Motion: That future Marijuana Anonymous World Service Conferences be held          

solely remotely, using a virtual platform, accessible through computers, tablets, and           

smartphones. 

 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item G  

TITLE:  Chicagoland District 

 

Submitted by: MA Chicagoland Regional Service Committee 

Background/Origin:  

● Six weekly meetings (currently 4 virtual and 2 hybrid in-person/virtual) 

● Two new groups started in last 18 months 

● Pre-COVID-19 meeting attendance (in-person): 10-20 fellows 

● Post-COVID-19 meeting attendance (virtual): 15-30 fellows 

● Consistent touchpoints with approx. 100-120 fellows across the region 

● Regional Service Committee formed in January 2020 with elected officers, 

subcommittee chairs, and group service representatives 

● Regular meetings of the Regional Service Committee attended by 80% of 

officers, subcommittee chairs, and group service representatives, plus 5-6 

general fellowship attendees 

● Treasury/Finance: Secured EIN, running financial statements kept via MAWS 

template, planning to make quarterly 7th Tradition contributions to MAWS 

● Correspondence: Maintain email account and phone number, receiving 

approx. 5 emails/week and 3 calls/week (pre-COVID-19) 

● H&I: Early outreach efforts pre-COVID-19; engagement campaign planned for 

virtual speaker circuit 

● Public Information: Shortly after statewide legalization, a news story on 

marijuana addiction in the Chicago Tribune highlighted MA, offering our 

fellows a perfect opportunity to practice the 10th, 11th, and 12th Traditions 

(see http://tiny.cc/chicagotribunestory) 

● Events: Annual weekend-long fellowship retreat with approx. 25 attendees 

(canceled for 2020 due to COVID-19), virtual Jeopardy-themed trivia nights 

with approx. 15 attendees 

Motion: That the MA Chicagoland Region be named an MA District. 

Contextual Statement from World Service Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item H  

TITLE:  Procedure for approval of changes in language of the Steps, Traditions, 

and/or General Warranties; clarification of terms ‘meeting’ and ‘group’ in the 

Service Manual.  

 

Submitted by: The Policies & Procedures Committee of MA World Services 

Background/Origin: The 1989 Resolution of the Third Unity Conference and the           

Conference Charter of Marijuana Anonymous make reference to a requirement that           

consent of three-quarters of the groups of Marijuana Anonymous is required to            

make any change in the text of the MA Steps, Traditions, and/or General Warranties              

of the Conference Charter.  

When the original foundation documents were written there was a general 

assumption that the terms ‘group’ and ‘meeting’ were synonymous. Since then, the 

fellowship of Marijuana Anonymous has grown in many ways. In the early days, it 

was assumed that every meeting had its own business meeting, and elected its own 

Group Service Representative to the local District Service Committee. Since then, 

many meetings have chosen to organize themselves in a variety of ways. Specifically, 

some MA members have chosen to have one business meeting for a collection of 

different meetings. In these cases, the term ‘group’ refers to this conglomeration of 

associated meetings. Thus, in current practice, it is no longer clear that reference to 

a single ‘group’ means the same thing as reference to a single ‘meeting’.  

Confusion ensues when obtaining consent of three-quarters of groups before 

changing the text of the Steps, Traditions, and General Warranties. The Policies & 

Procedures Committee is submitting this agenda item to remove ambiguity, and to 

specify in the Service Manual that the terms ‘group’ and ‘meeting’ shall be 

interpreted to mean the same thing. In addition, this agenda item sets forth an 

explicit procedure to follow should a Conference motion pass which seeks to 

change the text of the Steps, Traditions, and/or General Warranties.  
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MOTIONS: 

Motion [H(A)]: That in Part 1, Chapter 3 (SM v7.0, p12), first paragraph of 
the section titled “Meetings/Groups” shall be amended to read:  

Meetings/Groups are fundamental to the service structure of our 
fellowship. Whenever the terms ‘group’ and/or ‘meeting’ are used in the 
Service Manual or any of the Foundation Documents, the two terms shall be 
synonymous. A 
meeting/group consists of two or more marijuana addicts who meet on a 
regular basis. Meetings/groups are fully self-supporting and remain so by 
collecting contributions each time they meet. The funds necessary to sustain 
each meeting are contributed from the its members, not from outside sources. 
This collection of monies is commonly referred to as the “Seventh Tradition,” 
since it fulfills that Tradition. Meetings have no outside affiliations and no 
opinions on outside issues. Each meeting is autonomous. However, 
compliance with each of the Twelve Traditions is vital for all meetings.  

Motion [H(B)]: That in Part 4, Chapter 19 (SM v7.0, p61), the following new section 
shall be inserted after “Service Manual Revisions,” to read as follows:  

Procedure for Approval of Changes in the Language of the 
Steps, Traditions, and/or General Warranties  

The term ‘group’ as used in the Conference Charter, when reference is made 
to voting on proposed changes to the text of the Twelve Steps, Twelve 
Traditions, and/or the General Warranties set forth in Article XII of the 
Charter, shall mean any meeting registered with World Services, regardless 
of the terminology they use to define themselves.  

Should a conference motion pass which seeks to change the text of the Steps,              

Traditions, and/or General Warranties, the written consent of three-quarters of all           

groups, as required by the Conference Charter, shall be obtained as follows: The             

proposed change shall be sent to all meetings registered with World Services and,             

after no less than 6 months, those ballots returned shall be counted. A yes vote of                

three-quarters of the returned ballots shall be sufficient to meet the requirement of             

the Conference Charter to implement the proposed change(s).  
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Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: This         

agenda item is presented by the P&P Committee to clarify procedural requirements,            

to avoid the confusion which has resulted in past agenda items being ruled out of               

order. 
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2021 - Item I  

TITLE:  Independent meeting MA district 

 

Submitted by:  Independent MA Regional Service Committee 

Background/Origin: This region/district is being organized to address a         

long-standing need of the Marijuana Anonymous organization to provide structure,          

support, and delegation to the many independent groups/meetings that exist in the            

United States and around the world. Although I think it will take time and patience               

for this region/district to show the true potential and power of organizing            

independent meetings into a larger group, I am confident that it will only serve to               

benefit those groups/meetings that participate and the larger MA structure as a            

whole. 

 

We currently have at least 4 scheduled meetings, at least 60 regular attendees, and 

our members live in either geographic proximity or gather by virtual means. 

 

Our RSC is working towards meeting consistently with a quorum of 70% of our GSRs 

present. 

We anticipate we will be fully self supporting and willing to support MA World 

Services by the time this application comes before the Conference Body 

 

MOTION: That the Marijuana Anonymous Independent MA Region be named an MA            

District. 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item J  

TITLE:  Allow all MA members to observe and participate in MAWS Conference free 

of charge 

 

Submitted by: Cheyney S, former MAWS Trustee 

Background/Origin: The 2020 MA World Services Conference was held virtually          

(at long last). However, members who did not have the resources to pay $100 were               

unable to attend, observe, participate, etc. 

 

When the conference is held at a physical location, not only are any and all members                

allowed to participate, they are allowed to speak and participate free of charge. Why              

would we have it any other way for remote meetings of the Conference body? 

 

The MA World Services Conference should remain free for any member who wishes             

to attend. The inverted pyramid dictates our members at large are the most             

important voices of all. Nothing should prevent these voices from being heard,            

especially something that unjustly penalizes socio-economic status. 

 

Motion: Add the following statement to page 55-56 in Service Manual 7.0: 

 

Although registration costs for the delegates and trustees may be set by the 

Conference Committees to cover the expenses of hosting a MAWS Conference, any 

member who wishes to attend and participate shall be allowed to do so free of 

charge, regardless of whether the Conference is held virtually, corporeally, or both. 

 

Revised section shall read thusly- 

 

Conference Members 

 

The Members of the conference are the trustees, delegates, and appointed or elected 

MA World Services committee heads and coordinators. Each district, under present 
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rules, can send two delegates to the conference. In addition, there are trustees that 

were elected at the previous year’s conference. Trustees are elected at the 

conference according to the Third Legacy procedure. (Appendix II—The Third 

Legacy Procedure). 

 

Each conference Member has only one vote, no matter how many positions they 

may hold. Voting procedures are set forth in The Conference Charter of Marijuana 

Anonymous and the Bylaws of MA World Services (see Appendix I: Foundation 

Documents). 

 

Although registration costs for the delegates and trustees may be set by the 

Conference Committees to cover the expenses of hosting a MAWS Conference, any 

member who wishes to attend and participate shall be allowed to do so free of 

charge, regardless of whether the Conference is held virtually, corporeally, or both. 

 
Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: We 

recognize that last year’s costs were too burdensome for some fellowship members 

so the fee has been reduced to $25 for voting members and participating observers 

this year.  We also anticipate a free tier of accessibility to the Conference for anyone 

who wishes to observe. 
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2021 - Item K  

TITLE:  Iceland district 

 

Submitted by: MA Iceland Regional Service Committee 

Background/Origin: The first known MA meeting was established in 1998/9 in           

downtown Reykjavík. It took place every Friday night from 23:30 til 00:30. Back             

then, the group was more like an AA meeting, using no MA literature (that we know                

of) and working the steps according to AA. That first MA meeting unfortunately only              

lasted a short while, dying out sometime in the year 2000 after the venue had to                

shut down for some time and the meetings fizzled out along with that. 

 

Icelandic MA as we know it today began on the 8th of August 2007, so we’ll be 

celebrating our 14 year anniversary this summer. This meeting was and has always 

been a Newcomers’ meeting, and for a long time it was our only meeting. It’s still 

held every Wednesday at 18:00 and it is still held at our local Alanó Clubhouse in 

Reykjavík (currently in Holtagarðar). For a long time this was our only meeting. It 

wasn’t until 30th of May 2014 that we established our Friday night meeting, every 

week at 19:00. That meeting has seen more changes, evolving from a traditional 

speaker meeting to a month-long 12-step speaker format. The meeting has also 

changed locations twice, starting at our local Salvation Army lounge, moving to a 

back-alley meditation loft, and finally finding a home in one of our more popular 

12-step meeting venues in Reykjavík, Gula Húsið. The meeting has always had a 

strong downtown base and has seen a lot of growth since the last move. 

 

It was after establishing this second meeting that we jump-started our monthly 

regional service meeting, occurring every second Friday of the month right after the 

regular meeting. Through our regional service we’ve put up our official website 

https://maisland.is/, organized sweat lodges and other larger social outings with 

our members, and carried our message of recovery to Vogur, the country’s main 

rehabilitation center, and to local high schools. It is also through these service 

meetings that we order “Life with Hope'' and distribute among our groups for sale, 
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and we have begun the lengthy process of translating the book and its workbook 

into Icelandic. 

 

Then it was back in 2019 that we established our third meeting, the 11th-step 

Meditation meeting. We meet every Monday at 20:30. Recently we have 

implemented a speaker format once a month, every second Monday of the month, 

and an extra meditation before the meeting every third Monday of the month. 

 

With the Covid-19 pandemic, our little community got a booster-shot of 2 additional 

meetings. These are our Thursday 10th-step Reflection meeting at 20:00 and the 

Saturday Book-study meeting at 11:00. Both meetings are done entirely through the 

Internet, on Zoom to be specific. Through the Saturday Book-study meetings our 

efforts to translate “Life with Hope” have gained a lot more momentum, though we 

still have quite a way to go. 

 

We’re still looking for ways to expand our community. We have plans to establish 

more meetings, increasing our internet presence (in accordance with the 12 

Traditions of course), and now we’re reaching out to the international community to 

see if we can be of service. If there is a way for us to increase the growth and 

prosperity of MA globally we want to contribute. 

 

Motion: That the MA Iceland Region be named an MA District. 

 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: None 
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2021 - Item L  

TITLE:  Change the word ‘God’ to ‘Higher Power’ in the Steps 

 

Submitted by: MA District 12 (San Francisco North Bay, CA, USA) 

Background/Origin: One question our district has discussed is why many people           

who initially come to MA don't continue to attend meetings. We are concerned that              

some newcomers may be put off by how much the word ‘God’ is used in our books,                 

literature, and meetings. 

 

Many of our district's members who have been sober for a while have no problem               

using the word ‘God’ as shorthand for ‘Higher Power’. We are fully onboard with the               

spiritual aspect of the program and the benefit and need of connecting with a higher               

power. However, we feel that the word ‘God’ may be causing some newcomers who              

otherwise might be open to the program to feel uncomfortable and to conclude that              

MA is not for them. 

 

We believe that these proposed changes will help to bring the steps and the MA               

meetings into a more contemporary context and allow more newcomers to take            

advantage of the miraculous gift of recovery. 

 

We do not undertake the suggestion of these proposed changes lightly. It seems to              

the members of District 12 that if we are to truly fulfill our primary purpose as                

stated in Tradition 5 – “Each group has but one primary purpose, to carry its               

message to the marijuana addict who still suffers,” that we need to make sure that               

we are not potentially alienating newcomers who may not feel comfortable with the             

repeated use of the word “God”. 

 

We believe that when a newcomer, after much struggle and heartache finally finds             

their way to an MA meeting, what that person hears during the course of that               

meeting has the potential to shape the trajectory of the rest of that person's life. We                

are concerned that there may be a percentage of newcomers who feel that the              
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repeated use of the word ‘God’ during the meeting creates a barrier to them feeling               

at ease about returning to meetings. 

 

The Twelve Steps were conceived and written in the 1930's at a time when religion               

was a much more prevalent part of most people's lives. 

 

The current data indicates that people in general and especially younger people are             

way less religious than previous generations. According to the data from the            

American Family Survey in the article cited below - 44% of Americans aged 18 to 29                

identify as having no religious affiliation. 

 

In District 12, we have an MA member who is a Marriage and Family Therapist. She                

has stated that she has had numerous clients who have balked at attending 12 Step               

groups due to the mentions of God. There is also a young woman in her twenties in                 

our district who has stated that she has had numerous friends who have not              

returned to 12 Step meetings after initially attending, due to the repeated use of the               

word ‘God’. 

 

We are concerned that all of the references to ‘God' may be interfering with some               

newcomers feeling that MA is a good fit for them. If this is the case, and we are                  

convinced that it is, then MA is failing to help as many newcomers as we potentially                

could. Given the miraculous transformations we have experienced ourselves         

through working the program of MA, we want to be sure that the MA program is as                 

inclusive as possible and that we are not limiting the program to people who self               

select by their level of comfort with the word ‘God’. 

 

Following are two articles that illustrate the decline in religious affiliation           

internationally and in the U.S. 

 

The information below is from an online article in -Foreign Affairs Magazine titled-             

“Giving Up on God - The Global Decline of Religion” - dated September/October             

2020 

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/world/2020-08-11/religion-giving-god?ut
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m_medium=email_notifications&utm_source=reg_confirmation&utm_campaign=reg

_guestpass 

 

“From about 2007 to 2019, the overwhelming majority of the countries we            

studied—43 out of 49—became less religious. The decline in belief was not confined             

to high-income countries and appeared across most of the world. 

“Growing numbers of people no longer find religion a necessary source of support             

and meaning in their lives. Even the United States—long cited as proof that an              

economically advanced society can be strongly religious—has now joined other          

wealthy countries in moving away from religion.” 

 

The paragraph below is from a Wall Street Journal article titled, “Can Religion Still              

Speak to Younger Americans”- dated November 2019 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/can-religion-still-speak-to-younger-americans-1157

3747161 

 

“The fastest-growing population on the American religious landscape today is 

“Nones”—people who don’t identify with any religion. Recent data from the           

American Family Survey indicates that their numbers increased from 16% in 2007            

to 35% in 2018. Over the same period, there has been a dramatic decline in the                

share of the population who identify as Christian, from 78% of Americans in 2007 to               

65% in 2018 according to a report by the Pew Research Center released this month.               

The rise of Nones is even more dramatic among younger people: 44% of Americans              

aged 18 to 29 are Nones.” 

 

As stated in the MAWS Service Manual: The Conference Charter of Marijuana            

Anonymous  

Originally adopted at MA World Service Conference, 1989 (p64 Maws Service Manual            

v7.0) 

3) CONFERENCE RELATION TO MA: The Conference will act for MA in the             

perpetuation and guidance of its world services and it will also be the vehicle by               

which MA can express its views upon all matters of vital MA policy and all deviations                

from our Traditions. Delegates, Trustees and Service Committee Heads should be           
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free to vote as their conscience dictates and decide what questions should be taken              

to the group level, for information, discussion, or their own direct instruction.  

Any change in Article Twelve of The Charter, The Twelve Traditions of MA, or The               

Twelve 

Steps of MA must be made with the written consent of three-quarters of the MA groups,                

as defined in the resolution adopted by the October, 1989 Conference*.  

Motion: That the Conference body sends the following changes to all registered MA 

groups for written consent, and after no less than 6 months, those ballots returned 

shall be counted. A yes vote of three-quarters of the returned ballots shall be 

sufficient to meet the requirement of the Conference Charter to approve the 

proposed change(s). These changes are to be applied to every instance where the 

steps are used in MA literature, including the Life with Hope book, Life with Hope 

workbook, World Service Manual, all pamphlets, handouts, website, and the 

Marijuana Anonymous application. 

 

Proposed changes to be voted on 

 

i) Step Three 

Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God a Higher 

Power, as we understood God. Higher Power. 
ii) Step Five 

Admitted to God a Higher Power, to ourselves, and to another human being the 

exact nature of our wrongs. 

iii) Step Six 

Were entirely ready to have God a Higher Power remove all these defects of 

character. 

iv) Step Seven 

Humbly asked God a Higher Power to remove our shortcomings. 

v) Step Eleven 

Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact with 

God, a Higher Power as we understood God Higher Power, praying only for 

knowledge of God's a Higher Power's will for us and the power to carry that out. 
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Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee: At the 

2020 MA World Services Conference, a similar agenda item was ruled out of order 

due to a procedural error.   The error was the omission of the procedure required to 

implement changes to the language of the12 Steps. This error has been corrected in 

this submission.  
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2021 - Item M 

TITLE:  Amend all MA literature and publications to be gender neutral, including the 

MA World Services website. 

 

Submitted by: Heather C, a member of Districts 3 & 7, and co-sponsored by the 

Policies & Procedures Committee 

Background/Origin: Consistent with Tradition 3, which states that “the only          

requirement for membership is a desire to stop using marijuana,” this motion            

proposes to amend the language in Life with Hope and MA World Services’             

pamphlets and corresponding pages on the MA World Services’ website to more            

accurately include and reflect all members of the fellowship by removing gendered            

language (such as “he or she,” “him or her” and “brothers and sisters”) throughout              

all MA World Services’ Literature, and replacing it with more inclusive and gender             

neutral language (such as “they” or “them” or “fellow addicts.”) 

 

This motion is important to many members of the fellowship, especially those who 

do not identify as men or women, and who therefore do not hear or see themselves 

reflected in all of MA World Services’ current written materials. This motion is 

another important step towards helping all people feel welcome and included in the 

fellowship, consistent with Tradition 3. 

 

The long form of  Tradition Three states that:  

 

“A person is a member if they say they have a desire to stop using 

marijuana. No matter who you are, where you came from, or 

what you did, you cannot be denied membership in Marijuana 

Anonymous. To make any requirement for membership other 
than a desire to stop using marijuana could mean that some 
addicts would be denied the gifts the program has to offer. 

For many addicts, MA is their last hope for a life free from the 

insanity of active addiction. We do not want to create any 
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barriers between ourselves and the addict who still suffers. 
We are not willing to pronounce a death sentence on any of our 

struggling brothers and sisters just because they may not fit the 

mold of what we think our group members should be like. 

The fact that there are no requirements other than a desire to stop 

using marijuana is a strength of MA. After all, we learn from 
each other’s experiences; the more diverse our groups 
become, the more experiences we have to draw from. We 
accept young people, senior citizens, criminals, people with 
mental or physical challenges, and people from all religions, 
nationalities, races, and different walks of life. No one is 
excluded from MA.” 

In 2016, a motion passed 14-1 to change language in the Marijuana Anonymous 

preamble from  “fellowship of men and women” to “fellowship of people” for the 

same reason. This motion seeks to make the same type of change with respect to 

other types of gendered language that have been subsequently identified such as “he 

or she,” “him or her,” and “brothers and sisters” in all MA World Services’ materials, 

specifically in MA World Services’ pamphlets, including “About Sponsorship,” 

“Introduction to MA: A Meeting Format in a Pamphlet,” and “For Loved Ones.” Even 

Tradition 3 itself retains gendered language (“brothers and sisters”) that is in need 

of revision, so this motion seeks to change this language in the long form of 

Tradition 3 in the next printing of Life with Hope from “brothers and sisters” to 

“fellow addicts.” 

To retain exclusionary gendered language such as “he or she,” “him or her,” and 

“brothers and sisters” is to violate Tradition 3 by creating a barrier between the 

fellowship of MA and many addicts who still suffer. Such exclusions weaken our 

fellowship, which is strengthened by the diversity of our members; most 

importantly, such exclusions deny the gifts of the program to many addicts who 

desire recovery.  

In addition to the change made in 2016 to the preamble from “fellowship of men and 

women” to “fellowship of people,” many individual meetings throughout the 

fellowship have already made similar changes to their meeting formats and readings 
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to remove phrases like “he or she” and “brothers and sisters” which are not 

inclusive. By amending the MA World Services’ pamphlets, website, and long form of 

Tradition 3 to be more inclusive of people of all genders, more new meetings would 

default to using inclusive language, helping to make all people who have a desire to 

stop using feel more welcome; these amendments avoid creating barriers to 

membership in violation of Tradition 3. 

 

Motion: To implement the following changes to MA World Services’ pamphlets and 

corresponding pages on the MA World Services’ website immediately, and the 

following changes to Life with Hope in the next printing, the 4th edition: 
 

1. Amend the “About Sponsorship” Pamphlet and corresponding page on the 

website immediately from: 

 

“...a sponsor is a special person with whom he or she can 

discuss problems, ask questions, and through whom he or 
she can gain an understanding of recovery through the 

12-step programs.”  

to  

“... a sponsor is a special person with whom they can discuss 

problems, ask questions, and through whom they can gain 

an understanding of recovery through the 12-step 

programs.” 

 

 

2. Amend the “About Sponsorship” Pamphlet, in the last sentence of the What is 

the proper approach to sponsorship? section and corresponding page on the 

MA World Services’ website immediately from: 

 

"A sponsor is not responsible for anyone's sobriety but his or her own." 

 

to 

 

"A sponsor is not responsible for anyone's sobriety but their own." 
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3. Amend “Why H&I Panels?” Pamphlet P-07, under the What is a Panel? section 

and corresponding page on the MA World Services’ website immediately 

from: 

 

"Each panel member shares experience, strength, and hope by telling 

his or her own story:...." 

 

to 

 

"Each panel member shares experience, strength, and hope by telling 

their own story:...." 

 

4. Amend the “For the Loved Ones of Marijuana Addicts” Pamphlet P-15, in the 

first sentence of the What is Marijuana Anonymous? section and 

corresponding page on the MA World Services’ website immediately from: 

 

“Marijuana Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women…” 

 

to 

 

“Marijuana Anonymous is a fellowship of people…” 

 

5. Amend the “For the Loved Ones of Marijuana Addicts” Pamphlet P-15, in the 

Who is a Marijuana Addict? section and corresponding page on the MA World 

Services’ website immediately from: 

 

“A marijuana addict’s life is controlled by marijuana. He or 
she loses interest in all else, their dreams go up in smoke. 

Marijuana addiction is a progressive illness often leading to 

addiction to other drugs, including alcohol. The lives, 

thinking and desires of marijuana addicts center around 

marijuana–scoring it, dealing it and finding ways to stay 

high. 
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Addiction is a progressive, long-term continuing problem. 

When an addict tries to stop using and fails because life 

without the drug is just too hard, that is addiction. Once an 

addict is convinced he or she cannot live without marijuana, 

the dependency becomes an obsession. When the addict 

uses even though he or she promised themselves they 

wouldn’t, this is compulsion…” 

 

to  

“A marijuana addict’s life is controlled by marijuana. They 
lose interest in all else, their dreams go up in smoke. 

Marijuana addiction is a progressive illness often leading to 

addiction to other drugs, including alcohol. The lives, 

thinking and desires of marijuana addicts center around 

marijuana–scoring it, dealing it and finding ways to stay 

high. 

Addiction is a progressive, long-term continuing problem. 

When an addict tries to stop using and fails because life 

without the drug is just too hard, that is addiction. Once an 

addict is convinced they cannot live without marijuana, the 

dependency becomes an obsession. When the addict uses 

even though they promised themselves they wouldn’t, this 

is compulsion…” 

6. Amend the “For the Loved Ones of Marijuana Addicts” Pamphlet P-15, in the 

last sentence of the Suggestions to Family Members and Friends of Marijuana 

Addicts section and corresponding page on the MA World Services’ website 

immediately from: 

 

“Addicts often try to manipulate loved ones through 

the use of guilt, fear, and anger. This is a very common 

tactic used (both consciously and unconsciously) by 

the addict to get what he or she wants by taking 
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advantage of the emotions of those closest to him or 
her.”  

to  

 

“Addicts often try to manipulate loved ones through 

the use of guilt, fear, and anger. This is a very 

common tactic used (both consciously and 

unconsciously) by the addict to get what they want 
by taking advantage of the emotions of those closest 

to them.” 

 

7. Amend the Long Form of Tradition 3 on Page 77 of Life with Hope in the next 

printing (4th Edition) from: 

 

“We are not willing to pronounce a death sentence on 

any of our struggling brothers and sisters just 

because they may not fit the mold of what we think 

our group members should be like”  

 

to  

“We are not willing to pronounce a death sentence on 

any of our struggling fellow addicts just because they 

may not fit the mold of what we think our group 

members should be like”  

 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee:  None 
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2021 - Item N  

TITLE:  Update to the Twelve Questions 

 

Submitted by: Rachel C. from District 22- New England  

Background/Origin: For the 2020 Conference, an agenda item was submitted to           

update the 12 Questions. The outcome of the motion was that the proposed update              

was referred to the Literature Committee, which was then discussed and returned            

with their feedback. This motion is being resubmitted in agreement with their edits.  

Marijuana legalization has changed the landscape of availability and consumption in 
North America, along with the proliferation of pop culture, industry, and powerful 

forces that promote cannabis. While Marijuana Anonymous takes no stance on 

outside issues, per our Traditions we are here for the marijuana addict who still 

suffers; and, the 12 Questions are an important early identifier to a problem.  

Many in our fellowship are dealing with dispensaries, medical cards, apps, home 

delivery, and easier access to supply in multiple formats with high THC 

concentrates; and, our 12 Questions could perhaps better address the serious 

implications of these changes for marijuana addicts. Denial is often a strong barrier 

to recovery from marijuana addiction. In addition to society not yet fully 

recognizing our suffering with validation, even within recovery spaces, we often 

have to find this understanding ourselves. The 12 Questions is an important tool for 

assessment.  

While there is a “sanctity” to the original 12 Questions, there is also an increased 

severity to the changed reality of marijuana that is much different than when the 

questions were first written some 30 years ago. Hopefully these edits maintain the 

integrity of the original, while allowing space for small, but impactful adjustments, 

with the goal of helping the marijuana addict.  
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The updates are: 1) combine two questions that are similar, 2) include an additional 

question for financial and legal difficulty, and 3) add a reference to health problems 

within an existing question. Comparisons for both versions are below. 

 
Motion: That the current 12 Questions be amended with the suggested updates as 

follows. Changes would be online, within the app, in new meeting starter kits, in the 

pamphlet, “For the Newcomer”, and in subsequent printings of Life With Hope. 

Current Version: 

The 12 Questions of Marijuana Anonymous 

The following questions may help you determine whether marijuana is a problem in 
your life. 

1. Has smoking pot stopped being fun? 

2. Do you ever get high alone? 

3. Is it hard for you to imagine a life without marijuana? 

4. Do you find that your friends are determined by your marijuana use? 

5. Do you use marijuana to avoid dealing with your problems? 

6. Do you smoke pot to cope with your feelings? 

7. Does your marijuana use let you live in a privately defined world? 

8. Have you ever failed to keep promises you made about cutting down or 

controlling your use of marijuana? 

9. Has your use of marijuana caused problems with memory, concentration, or 

motivation? 

10. When your stash is nearly empty, do you feel anxious or worried about 

how to get more? 

11. Do you plan your life around your marijuana use? 

12. Have friends or relatives ever complained that your using is damaging your 

relationship with them? 

If you answered yes to any of the above questions, you may have a problem with 
marijuana. 
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Revised version of The Twelve Questions of Marijuana Anonymous by the 
MAWS Literature Committee  
 

The following questions may help you determine whether marijuana is a problem in 

your life. 

 

1. Has smoking pot stopped being fun? 

2. Do you ever get high alone? 

3. Is it hard for you to imagine a life without marijuana? 

4. Do you find that your friends are determined by your marijuana use? 

5. Do you use marijuana to avoid dealing with your problems or to cope with your 

feelings? 

6. Do you smoke pot to cope with your feelings? 

6. Has your habit led to financial difficulties and/or legal consequences? 

7. Does your marijuana use let you live in a privately defined world? 

8. Have you ever failed to keep promises you made about cutting down or 

controlling your use of marijuana? 

9. Has your use of marijuana caused problems with your health, memory, 

concentration, or motivation? 

10. When your stash is nearly empty, do you feel anxious or worried about how to 

get more? 

11. Do you plan your life around your marijuana use? 

12. Have friends or relatives ever complained that your using is damaging your 

relationship with them? 

 

If you answered yes to any of the above questions, you may have a problem with 

marijuana. 

 

Contextual Statement from World Services Conference Agenda Committee:  None 
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2020 MA World Services Conference Minutes 

 

The 2020 Conference Minutes are part of the Consent Agenda to be considered first              

thing in the morning, Day 2, at the 2021 Conference. Please use the link/URL below               

to review the minutes prior to the conference as there will not be time to read them                 

at the conference: 

MAWS 2020 Conference Minutes 

 

Note:  If you know someone who should be getting a copy of 
Conference-related emails, but has not, please notify 
agenda@mawsconference.org. 
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